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Comrades, Satanic Warriors and Forces

The Age of the enemy is setting. Slowly and steadily. All of you might not see it now, but it is coming. And not on its own, not without good reason. It happens through our combined effort. We are building this with our own toil, labor and vigor. We are reviving and bringing back to life a Reverence well lost. A Reverence that has been hidden and attempted to be murdered. The only things of Worth that mankind has created, some individuals who name themselves "Jews" have brought down to ruin. They now stand blamed and revealed for all they have committed. Nobody, nobody in this World has committed so many evil and atrocious acts.

The hand of no other Race of beings, in the whole planet, has been behind all these monstrous deeds. Nobody has produced so much massive misery, anguish and destruction. It’s time the accounts are settled and the criminals are brought to Spiritual Justice. Nobody talks. They are all afraid. They are ruled by fear, fear is their ruler, fear is the “Jews”. I am not ruled either by fear or by jews. I am ruled by the One, who calls Himself Satan, and so are you. We know not their masters. They are the fathers of all lies, fear, ignorance and pain. They have always been hiding, but now, they stand revealed. Revealed for all the wrongs they have committed against unsuspecting folks. The blood and extinction of whole folks, seas of blood, these are all in their hands. They are bathed in seas of blood, deception, lies and scourge. And this scourge can never be washed. It will only eat them alive. They think they can shut the Eternal Eyes of Justice, but Satan well observes. Satan well sees. And Satan well prepares.

The suffering is spreading itself every moment nobody fights to reverse this. Every moment someone fights, it gets lessened. Every hour, more people drop dead. For ages and aeons now. People that should have had the chance to live and the chance to reach their potential. More lives are being lost. People who are "alive", they are living dead. Empty and devoid. More Souls are being devoured by the jewish monstrosity. Purposelessly. Simply and merely because, some parasites can only survive that way. Simply because, some enemies from out there, declared it so.

The enemy leads all their forces so they can achieve their final end. World enslavement. A world that will be long gone and will have zero beauty. A world
where no Soul will be wanting to come. A world where everyone will be enslaved. A world where evil has reigned over good. A world that even the sickest of imaginations cannot bring into shape. Other than the jewish one, no imagination can bring this in place.

Races that have been created in millions of years, the enemy wants to assimilate. Countries and states that have been built on endless lives of labor, the enemy wants to drag down and destroy. Freedoms that have been won by seas of blood, tears and anguish, endless revolts, the enemy wants to render like these never happened. Knowledge that has been accumulating for hundreds of years, the enemy wants hidden and gone. Ages of Glory they want to destroy, Dark Ages like the Middle Ages they want to revive again and bring to life. Traditions, Religions, all these mean nothing to the enemy. Life itself has been replaced by a web of jewish lies. All these have been replaced with programs. Creations have been created into monstrosities. Love has been created into hatred and slavery. Freedom into bondage. Reality into illusion. Truth has been bathed in lies. The eyes of people have been shut spiritually and mentally. We are living in the age where all indicators show that humanity has been lost in itself.

But nothing has been lost. We are here for them all.

To look all this in the eyes requires amount of bravery that is beyond what can be counted or perceived. Most people will freeze at the sight of this monstrosity named "judea". Countless souls have been bent in front of this terrific monster. Countless bodies have dropped dead. Many souls have been bound and severely tortured by this slaver authority. And to look around and see all this monstrosity has created, it can fill with terror the weak.

But what can shake and move the hearts of the Brave? Those who in themselves and in their respective Blood, they do carry a legacy? Those that once conquered the Worlds and once saw their Empires? Those who have seen in their minds and underwent what most cannot even imagine? The Souls in which resides both the greatest, the most FATAL FURY, but also, the most Exalted essence in Man? The Souls of those who still retain the Memory of the Great One, our Father and our Gods. No force can bind them. For they are free. No legions can move them, for they are one legion on their own.

In this world of fallen sheep, we Satanists come forth and declare ourselves Masters. Masters of Ourselves. We will guide people to freedom and safety. This World Belongs to us. This World belongs to those, who seek a Greater and Free future for it. Those who that in themselves have banished the darkness.
We are here to reclaim what was once great and now, seemingly rotten. We will sharply and with deadly fury cut through the veils of all these illusions. We are here to restore this World to mighty Greatness, Justice and Pride. We are here to destroy all the lies of the enemy; restore all deception they have caused. Wipe away the tears of the Souls who are suffering in all this. Open the eyes of the Blind. We are here to fight for the New Golden Age. We are here to take the heat and save everyone. We are their Saviors, because we are Saving Ourselves. We are here to destroy, create and create again.

Fate and Satan's Divine Providence have chosen us. We may stand outnumbered today, but one day soon, we will conquer the World. The forces of ignorance and of the enemy, they will fail. Our Ancestors from all over the World have written this. The Truth shall defeat the Darkness. And I believe in Them. I believe in Ourselves. They inscribed this everywhere, but above all, in our Blood. Inside yourself lies your Divine Mission. They have handed us the Divine Torch. And we must run with it. We must run and never look back. We will run, fight and if needed, make the greatest sacrifice.

We may be outnumbered now, but believe not in Illusions. What are millions of sheep worth, for one God? What are billions of lies in the Face of ONE Truth? We march forward and behind us march uncountable Souls. Souls of those who have been beaten down, wronged, defamed and attacked and destroyed. Behind us and inside us, Marches Divine Legacy. Our Comrades from all Ages and times, they march among us and also march with us in Spirit, and many might not see it, but they are Here. They are Here with Us. The Forces and Powers of our Side, those aligned with us, they are far vaster than the Force of Fate herself. We are Stronger than our enemy. Let this materialize in all Worlds. Let everyone know that the Masters are here, to save these befallen lands.

So I ask for your Faith, Fanaticism and Loyalty. I ask for you to carry this Divine Torch named Satanic Truth. I ask of you, to never give up those who never gave you up. TO NEVER BEND. TO ALWAYS, ALWAYS FIGHT. To not accept a world of slaves, a world shattered. To let from within yourself bloom the long-forgotten gardens and flowers, that the enemy says are lost dreams. To show them, that these are not dreams. That these are realities. That all these things are alive, that they are here. To show to all of those who look at you as an animal, that you are a God. I ask for you to See, what you were made to See. To Feel, what you were made to Feel. To touch the greatness you were made to touch. The Truth.

I ask of you to demand this. To drag down all the agents of lies. To ground them and run them over spiritually. Nobody ever told you that, YOU, that YOU Possess the Power? That in your Hands do lie the forces of Fate? That it's your
responsibility to wipe the darkness from this World? That inside you, rests Satan and He desires to soar away all the lies and illusions of our enemies?

I ask you to open yourself up to the Source of All Human Greatness. The Higher Truth.

And let your mighty fire explode from within you. I ask for your stand against all these chains, maims and bindings the enemy has attacked our World with. No matter who you are, you are now made Divine, if only so you choose. You asked for Satan's hand and Providence, now you must take it. You must elevate yourself. Seize your chance to fight against the Rot and Darkness.

Seize your chance to destroy the World's Greatest Evil.

Here is how:
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Reclaim your Thrones, Gentiles!!
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